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Degree of Mapping of Manifolds Based on That of
Euclidean Open Sets

By Mitio NAGUMO

In this paper we shall establish a theory of the degree of mapping
of manifolds (locally Euclidean spaces) based on the notion of the
degree of mapping of Euclidean open sets. In fact, since it is yet an

^unsolved problem whether a topological manifold is a polyhedron, we
can not directly apply the theory of simplicial mappings.

In § 1 we shall state the fundamental properties of the degree of
mapping of Euclidean open sets, the definition of manifolds and allied
matters. In § 2 α-mappings (mappings with a certain restriction) of
open sets of a manifold into another manifold will be treated as a
preparation of the following paragraph. In §3 the definition of the
degree of mapping of a general kind will be given. In § 4 will be
proved fundamental properties of the degree of mapping defined in § 3.

In this paper we shall use the notation Em for ra-dimensional
Euclidean space, Km (or K) for m-dimensional open disc :

The closure of a set M will be denoted by M. \\ means the empty
set. Mapping means always continuous mapping.

§ 1. Preliminary Notions

1.1. First we shall recall fundamental properties of the degree of
mapping of the closure of Euclidean open sets. Let D be a bounded
open 'set in Em and / be a mapping of D into Em. Let α be a point

not on f(D—D), then there will be defined an integer A[α, D, /], called
degree of mapping of D at a by /, with the following properties Ό:

(i) // / is the identical mapping of D and aeD, then

1) Cf. Nagumo: A theory of degree of mapping based on infinitesimal
analysis, which will appear in Amer. Journ. of Math, and will be denoted by
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(ii) If ad fφ), then A [>, Z>, />=0.

(iii) If D=\J*^Di9 ZO\/*=1A wAere A 'are ope?£ sets and

(iv) // fe(x) and a(t) (€ Em} are continuous for 0 <11 <; 1, x e D
and a(f)£ft(D—Π) for 0 <: £ ̂  1, then A [>(£), #,/,] is constant for

(v) // f(D)ζ^Dr 2) where Df is also a bounded open set in Em and

f is a mapping of D' into Em such that a,£f'φ'--DΓ)\J'f'f(D--Π), then

A [α, D, /'/]= 5J A Co, Hi9 /'>C6,, A ΛΊ,

where Ht are components of Dr—f(D—D} and ^ach bt is any point in

Theorem 1. 1. // Dλ is an open set such that f~\a) <^Dl(^Dί then

Proof. Put D-D^Dz and apply (ii) and (iii).

A mapping / of D(C^ Em} into Em is said to be positive (negative)
when A O, D, /] >0 «0) hold for any point p € f ( D ) . From (v) we
can obtain : Lei Z> αwd Dr be open sets in Em. If f is a posotive 1-1
mapping of D onto Df such that Z)'=/(Z>), then the inverse mapping f ~ l

is also positive °.
1. 2. Now let us go to the definition of manifold. An m-dimen-
sional manifold is a topological space 9JI with a covering system {Γ7/J
as follows :

(i) SJJI is covered by at most a countable number of open sets Ut.

(ii) Each Ut is homeomorphίcally mapped onto an m-dimensional
closed disc K so that Ut corresponds to K. The homeomorphic mapping

Ψi of Ut onto K such that K=φίUi will be called the local coordinate
of U{.

(iii) The covering is locally finite, i. e. any compact set in 3JI meets
only a finite number of U{.

2) In CND it was /(D)C/) /, but an easy artifice will aford us this form.
3) Since f ~\a) is compact and aζf(Hι) only for a finite number of Hi,

then there are at most a finite number of / such that A O, Hi, /OΦO.
4) Cf. Theorem 1.2.
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(iv) 9JΪ is connected.

As manifolds are metrisable we assume that 2JΪ is metric. In this
paper we shall use the notation 2JZ for an m-dimensional manifold.

Let \φt\ and {φ/} be two systems of local coordinates of the same
9Jt φt and φj are said to have the same orientation (opposite orien-
tations) if φ/φΐl is positive (negative) on φi(Uif\U/'). 2# is called
orientable if there exists a covering system { Ut \ with local coordinates
[φt\ such that φt and φ3 have the same orientation if Utf\Uj j j
If 2JΪ is orientable we take {φ^ so that all φt have the same orien-
tation. We can prefer a covering system {17,} of 3JΪ and local coor-
dinates [φt] such that any pair of local coordinates φi9 φ} have the same
or opposite orientations if Γ^Λ^rHl
1. 3. Concerning the 1-1 mapping of Euclidean open sets we have :

Theorem 1. 2. Let D be a bounded open set in Em and f a 1-1

mapping of D into Em, then f(Π) is also an open set in Em, and for
any point b=f(a), a£D we have

A C&, D, /}=A C

Proof. As / is an 1-1 mapping it holds b£f(D—D). Let G be a

bounded open set containing f(ff)\J D. f ~ l is continuous on f(D). Let

us extend the mapping f ~ l to the mapping g of G into Em such that

g(x)=f-l(x) for x£f(D), g(x)=x for x£G-G.

Then a£(G-G)\J (D- D)=g(G- G) V7 gf(D- D).

Thus by (v) in 1. 1.

A Co, D, jF/3= Σ* A L'o/fl,, flf] A C6« A /],

where J5Γf are components of G—fφ-D} and each bt is any point of

Ht. But since gf(x)=x for α eβ and a^D we get by (i) A[>, Z?,^/]
=1. Therefore there exists an i such that

Then #, ΌGD) by (ii) in 1. 1 as 6, is any point of flf and
Hence g(x)=f~l(x) for a?6-ff 4 and aef

Thus 6=/(α)€£Γ, (open set)

As 6 is any point of /(/?), /(/)) is an open set.
Since there is only one Ht which contains 6,
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A [>, HJ9 0 >A (bj, D, /]=0 for jφi,

Hence l=A[α,#0/-^ A [&,£>,/;).

Thus, since degree of mapping must be integer,

Aίb,D,ft=Ata,Ht,f-*l=±l.

As f(a) € #, C /CD) we get by Theorem 1. 1

A Co, Hi9 /-^=A Co, /(#), /-1].

Consequently A [6, D, /J=A [α, /(D), /~M= ± 1.

§ 2. α-mappings of Manifords.

2. 1. Throughout this paper we denote by 3K and 3R' m-dimensipnal
manifolds and by \Ut\ and [Vt\ covering systems of 3R and 2JI' with
local coordinates \φt\ and {^j respectively. An open set D in 2)1 is
said to be bounded if D is compact.

/ is called an a-mapping of D if / is a mapping of D such that
f~l(p)Γ\D is at most a countable set for any pe/(D).

Theorem 2. 1. Lei f be a mapping of D into W where D is a
bounded open set in 3Jί. Then for any given β ̂ > 0 there exists an
a-mapping /* o/ D such that

dist (/*(#), /O))< <S /or a? 6 D, /*(a?)=/(a?) /or x£D-D. ( 0 )

Proof. At first we assume that Z) is so small that

(l)

Let φ and ψ> be the local coordinates of Uk and Vl respect. Put
ψ,/9,-ι=/, then / mapps φφ}((^K^Em} into X. The open set ^(Z?)
in £"" can be regarded as formed from an Euclidean complex C con-
sisting of a countable m-simplexes σn and thier sides such that

lim diam (0=0, diam (/(O)< δ/2,
n->oo

where δ is a number such that diam (A) < 6 holds for any set A (C ̂ )
with diam(^(4))<δ. Let α, be the vertices of the complex C, and
a point afteK) corresponds to α4 so that

dist (α/, /(α,)) < δ/2, lim dist (α/, /(αl))=0,
ί-».oo

and the points α^cn, ... , α^y which correspond to the vertices of any σn

span a non-degenerated simplex σn

f in Em. Let /* be the'mapping of
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into K such that /*(αt.)=α/, /*(<rj=<rn' (affine in each σ-J
Put f*=γ-lf*φ then f* is an α-mapping of Z> into 3ft' such that the
relations (0) hold.

Now we remove the assumption (1). Let λ be the Lebesgue's

number of the covering of D by \Ut\ and λ' be that of f(D) by (Vt\.
Then there exists a 7 ]> 0 such that 0 <[ γ < λ and

diam(/(A))<λ', if A(^D and diam(A)<7

Let \Wt\ be a countable system of open sets such that VUιWΓ«==='D'
diam(ϊF,Xy and {IF,! is a locally finite covering of D. Step by step
we can find by the first part of the proof, a sequence of mappings
Λ*(i=l 2, ...) of D into mr such that /0*=/, Λ*(aO— #-i(aO for^eΰ-TF,,
dist (Λ*(#), /?-ι(aO) <C 2~te for # € WV and Λ* affords an α-mapping of
V*βl J^v into 9Jί'. Thus in the limit i->oo we get a desired α-mapping
/*(#)=± lim /<*(#).

<-*°°
2. 2. Now let / ba an α-mapping of a bounded open set D in 9ft into

W such that a£{(D-D) where αeW.

Definition A. Lei . Gv(v=l, ... , n) be a finite number of disjoint
open sets such that

Gv C tf*Cv> A D, /(G¥) C ^(v), Vv.χ GV ̂  /^W ( 1 )

where l// ( v )6 {1/4} αra£ FΛ v )G JF^. ΓAe^ tί β define A[α, Gv, /] 6?/

ACα,G v,/>=.{^
I 0 z/ o i FΛ vj

where ψ»==ψ J(v),' ̂ =9><(v), αwd A [α, D, /Ί, "ίΛβ degree of mapping of D
at a by f" (α-mapping), &?/

A [α, I?, />= Σ"=ι A [α, Gv, /],

i/ ςJϊl iβ orientable. If 9Jί is non-orίentable we take this by mod 2.

Lemma 2. 1. Lei X be a compact countable set in 9Jί . T/zew /or
cm?/ given £ ̂ > 0 ί&ere e^isί α /ί7^iίe number of disjoint open sets (?v

such that diam'(G ) < 6, V^=1

 Gv ̂  ̂
Proo/. There exists a p such that 0 < p < 6, pψ dist (a?μ, a?v) for

any pair #μ, α;v € X^ Let TFp(o:v) be the /α-neighborhood of xv and put
>GίA=TFp(a?μ)~V^"JTΓp(α;v). Then a finite number of 'Gv will form the
desired system { G v j .

To legitimate Definition A we have the following:
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Theorem 2. 2. A [α, D, /] is independent of the choice of Gv, cover-
ing systems of 2JΪ and 2JΪ' and their local coordinates, provided that
they have the same orientation.

To prove this we use the following :
Lemma 2. 2. Let G and H be bounded open sets in Em and f be a

mapping of G into Em such that f(G)(^H. Let φ be a positive 1-1

mapping of G onto G'(Gf=φ(G)') and ^ be a positive 1-1 mapping of

H onto Ήr(Hr=ψ(H}}. Then, if aj£/(G-G),

A [ψ(a), G', ψftr *>=A [a, G, /]. ( 0 ) <>

Proof. Put ψ{a):=a' and ψf=f, then α'
At first let us prove that

A Co', G', f'φ~^=A la', G, /']. ( 1 )

Let Gt b3 the components of G, then φ(G^)=^Gi

f are the components of

of G'-φ(G-G)=G'. Hence by (v) in § 1

A Cα', G, /']= 21 A Cα', G/, /VM A ία,, G, ]̂,

where α£ is any point of G/. As #> is 1-1 and positive and at € φ(G),
then A Cα,, G, 9>]=1 by Theorem 1. 2.

Hence

A cα', G, /']= Σ* A cα', GΛ /V-M. c 2 3
There are at most a finite number of G/, l^i<i, such that a' e f^
Then by (ii), (iii) in § 1 and Theorem 1. 1 we get

Σ, A Cα', G/, f'φ-*y= Σ;=I A Cα', G/, /V l>= A Cα', G', /V1 J..

Hence by (2) we obtain (1).
Now let us prove

ACα,G,/]. (3)

Let Ht be the components of H—f(G—G) and aL any point of Hi9 then
by (v) in § 1

A Cα', G, ψ/]= 21 A Cα', Jϊ,, f > A [α,, G, /].

Let it be a^H^. Since ^ is a 1-1 mapping of H and α'eψΌEΓj), then
A [α', J?έ, ψ ]=0 for iΦl. As ψ> is 1-1 and positive we have

5) By Theorem 1.2. G' and H' are open sets.
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Ata',Hl9γl=l. Hence we get (3). From (1) and (3) follows (0).
Proof of Theorem 2. 2. We assume that 9ΪI is orientable, if other-

wise the proof goes also similarly. Let {Z7/J and \V/\ be other
covering systems of sJJi and 9JI' with local coordinates \φt

f\ and {ψ/}
respectively. If Gv C Ut f\ #ί/ and /(G~) C Vj f\ V'if , then by Lemma
2.2

if we take ψ^/ψj1 for ψv φ^φϊ1 for 95 and ψjfφϊ1 for /, namely
A[α, G v,/j is independent of the covering systems of 2ft and 9Jί' or of
their local coordinates.

Now let j G μ j and {G v ' j be two systems of disjoint open sets sa-
tisfying (1) in Definition A and put Gμ f\ Gv'=Gμv, then from the defi-
nition of A[α, G,/J we get easily

Σ* A Cα, Gμ, /]= ΣμΣv A Cα, Gμv, /]= Σv A O, GJ, /3,

by applying Therem 1. 1. Thus the proof is done.
We can easily prove the following :
Theorem 2. 3. (i) // / is the identical mapping of D(<^ SDΐ) and

aeD, then A [>, D, /3=1.

(ii) If ai f(D\ then A [α, D, /]=0.
(iii) Let D, Dt (ί=1, ... , f c ) 6e bounded open sets in 3Jί

*5= V,, A, D ̂  V A, A A A=

/ be an a-mappΐng of D into W such that a^f(Dt—

Theorem 2. 4» Lei D be a bounded open set in 3JI, / be an a-map-
ping of D into 3K', ana a atid af be two points in a same component of
mf-f(D-D\ then

Ata,D,n=Ata',D,ft.

Proof. We can prove this easily if a' is sufficiently near to a.
Now a and a' can be joined by a curve C on 2JΪ' without touching
/(/>— D}. For each point p of (7 there is a neighborhood E7(p) of p
where A [>, Z>, /] (α? e Z7(p)) remains constant. Then by the compactness
of C we obtain the desired relation.

§ 3. Degree of General Mappings.

3. 1. Symbols 9Λ, 9R ', { E7£ } , { Γ, } , <pt and ψ; have the same meanings
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as in § 2, Let D be a bounded open set in 2Jί.
It will be not difficult to prove the following :
Lemma 3. 1. For any £>0 there exists a covering system {f//} of

9R such that diam (17,) < 6.
Lemma 3. 2. Let f0 and fl be two a-mappings of D into ςJJίf, and

Δ be an open set in Wl such that

/o(*)=/ιG«0 Λ w s e f l - Δ (1)

and /v(Δ)C^e{y,} (v,c,υ

TΛβn A Cα, Z>, /0D=A Cα, A /O ( *')

Proo/. At first we assume that α£/v(Δ — Δ) (V-C,D

Then A Cα, D, f^=A [>, D - Δ, /vj + A [α, Δ, /v]. ( 2 )

But by (1) A Co, Z?-Δ, /0]=A C«, ̂ ~Δ, A]. ( 3 )

And by Definition A

AC^Δ^J^AC^W^CΔ)^/^-^, (4)

where φ(Uk^)=K and ψ{Fi)==κ. Put ψ /v^
 1=/v, then /v mapps

(C JK) into Λ# C ̂ m> and /0(*)=ι(*) for a; € rχΔ-Δ).

If we put Λ(a?)=(l-'*)/o(») + t/ιC»), then

ψ(«0 jί Λ(KΔ~A))=/0(Δ-Δ) for

Thus by (iv) in § 1 A [>(α), ^>(Δ), /J is constant for 0<t<l.

Hence A Cψ(α), ?>(Δ), γfQ<p-^=A Cψ(o), ^>(Δ), f Λ '̂1].

Thus by (2), (3) and (4) we obtain (*).

Now we shall remove the condition αj£/ v(Δ — Δ) (v=0,ι> F°r this
it suffices to prove the existence of an open set Δ' such that

CV-O-D-

Put /71(α)==JY'v then X, are compact countable sets. For any point
p£Xvf\(Δ — Δ) there exists a neighborhood W(p) of p such that
W(p')(^Ukf\D9 /vίlF^XFj and the boundary of TF(p) does not meet

XΊ. The set (XQ\J Xτ) Λ(Δ — Δ) can be covered by a finite number
of such W(p), i.e. by W(pd<r-ι, ...,o Th^n Δ\J\/^ β i TF(pr)=Δf has
the above mentioned property.
3. 2. Now we proceed to the definition of the degree of mapping of
the general kind. Let D be a bounded open set in 3Jί and / be a map-
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ping of D into 9ft' such that α
Definition B. Let \ be the Lebesgue's number of the finite covering

of /(D) by \Vj], where \Vj] is a covering system of 30ΐ' such that

diam (F, ) < dist (α, /(5-Z))) 6).

T/ze^ we define A £α, D, f ] , ((the degree of mapping of D at a by //'

by A [α, Z>, /]=A [>, £, /*1,

where /* is cm a-mapping of D into 2JΪ' swc/i ί/m£

dist C/*(αO, /(»)) < λ for x e D.

This definition will be legitimated by the following :
Theorem 3. 1. Let /, D and λ have the same meanings as in Defi-

nition B. Let /! and f2 be two a- mappings of D into 9Jί' such that

dist(ΛO), /(»))< λ c<βl>2).

Then ACα,J5,/0=ACα,0,/0 (0)

Proo/. Let 2> be any point of D> then there exists a neighborhood
Δ(p) of p such that

dist CΛW, /(a?0) < λ for or, a?' € Δ(p) (ί=1,2). ( 1 )

Let Δ'(p) be another neighborhood of p such that Δ'(p) C Δ(?>) Then

there exists a finite number of points pv£D (v=1,... , M ) such that
J5CV"-ι Δ'^v) We shall construct α-mappings f * of Z> into 3Jί' such
that

and /(Δ(pμ)) W /v*(Δ(pμ)) C ̂ cμ; € f F,} for all „ C|f, v-i. ... , « -

For this we define /v* step by step as follows:

We put Λ(aO==/ϊ-ι(aO for a?€5"-Δ(pv),

and ΛCaO^^CCpΦ ίor a?€Δ(pv),

where f)(a?)=dϊst(a?,P— Δ(/>v)), p'(α?)=dist(a?,Δ'Oov)) and ψ is the local
coordinate of V

Then

and Λ(a?)=/8(a?) for α* 6 Δ '(pv) V/ { a? | /?_ iCα:)-

6) Cf. Lemma 3.1.
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Because, from (1) Λ(Δ(pμ)) «-w and /(Δ(pμ)) belong to a common V59

and then by induction we get that /v*(Δ(pμ)) and /(Δ(pμ)) belong to the
same F.,. We put Δv*={a?|/?.1(α?)Φ/ v(a?).Φ/2(α:)'}. Then Δv* is an open
subset of Δv. By Theorem 2. 1 there exists an α-mapping /(v* of Δv*
into 371' such that

/?v)(aO==/'vC*0 for a?GΔ v *-Δ v * and /fo(Δ

Now we put

/v*(*)=/?v>G*0 for α?€Δ v*, /v*G»0=/ v(aO for S-ΔΛ

Then /v*(αO=/?-ιG*0 for a;€Z>-Δ(pv), /v*(a?)=/2(a?) for a?e\/ , Δ'CftO,
t* — J.

hence /v* are desired mappings.

For any p € Z> there exists a Δ(pμ) such that p € Δ(pμ), hence A*(p)
and /O) balong to the same Vj(μj. Thus we get αg/v*(Z>— Zλ), since
diam (Ff) < dist (o, fφ- Z>)). Therefore

A [a, D, /v*3= A [α, D, /?_ J, ( 2 )

if Δ(pv) C D by Lemma 3. 2. But if not Δ(pv) C D9 then

FJCV) Λ/(5-^)Φ { 1 , hence α jί VKΊJ,

therefore A fα, Δ(pv), /V*}=0, consequently (2) holds also. Since /0*=/ι
and -/«*=/2 we obtain (0) from (2).

§ 4. Fundamental Properties of the Degree of Mapping.

4. 1. Let /, D and λ have the same meanings as in Definition B.
Theorem 4. 1. Theorem 2. 3 (i), (ii), (iii) and Theorem 2. 4 (which

will be denoted by (iv)) remain valid also when f is a general mapping

of D into 371'.
Proof, (i) is evident.
To prove (ii) we have to take an ^-mapping /* of D such that

dist (/*(&•), /(a?) ) < Min { λ, dist (a, fφ} ) } f or x e D

and apply Theorem 2. 3 (ii).
To prove (iii) take an α-mapping /* of D such that

dist (/*(#), /(a?)) < Min {dist (α, /(5,-Z),)) 1 1̂ '̂ !

and apply Theorem 2. 3 (iii).
To prove (iv) we have to choice an α-mapping /* of D such that
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^JD) for

where C is a curve joining a and a' on 2ft' not touching f(D—D) and
apply Theorem 2. 4.

Corollary 4. 1. // sJJί is closed (compact*) and f is a mapping of 2ft
into 2ft', then A [p, 2ft, Γ] rfoes not depend on p(e2ft'). (Then we write'

Corollary 4. 2. Le£ 2ft 6e α closed orientable manifold, 2ft' α non-
orίentable manifold and f be a mapping of 2ft into 2ft',

Then A[2ft',2ft,/>=0. (0)

JFVoo/. On 2ft' there exists a simple closed curve C such that
starting from a definite point a of C one can take the local coor-
dinates along C so that every two consecutive local coordinates have
the same orientation except that the last has the opposite orientation
as the first. Therefore A [>, 2ft, />=- A [>, 2ft, /], hence we get (0).

Theorem 4.2. Let f be a mapping of D into 2ft' and αe2ft ' be a

point such that a£f(D—D^. Let λ be the Lebesgue's number of the

covering of f(D) by {Vj\ where {Vj} is a covering system of 2ft ' such
that

diam (V^ < dist (α, fφ- D)). ( 1 )

// fλ is a mapping of D into 9JΪ' such that

dist(Λ(α:),/(α;))<λ, (2)

then A O, D, /ι]=A [α, Z>, /].

Proo/. From (1) and (2) we get afifάD-D*). Then by Lemma
3. 1 there exists another covering system { V/\ of 2ft' such that

diam (F/) < dist (α, Λ(/J-Z?)).

Let λ' be the Lebesgue's number of the covering of /^JT) by {F/!
By Theorem 2. 1 there exists an α-mapping /* of P into 2ft' such
that

dist (/*O ), A(α )) < Min [>', λ-Max {dist (̂a?), /(a?)) |z-6 5"}].

Then dist (f*(a?), /(a?)) < λ, dist (/*(*), ΛOO) < λ' for a?.e D.

Hence by Definition B

A [>, Z>, /3=A Cα, D, /*;j=A Cα, D, /O

Theorem 4. 3. Lei /f be a mapping of D into 2ft' such that ft(x)

and α(£)(e2ft') are continuous for 0<£<1, x£D and α(t)jί /,(/?--!)) /or
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0<t<l. Then A O(t), D, Λ] is constant for Q<t <1.
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.1 (iv) and Theorem 4.2.

4. 2. Now let us go to extend (v) in § 1 to the case of manifolds.
Lemma 4. 1. Any open set in 9JΪ consists of at most countable open

components.
Proof. For 2ft is separable and locally connected.
Lemma 4. 2. Let Dr be an open set in 9(ft' and /(£>) C#'> then

A Γp, D, jΓjOeΰ'— f(D — .#)) is constant in a component of Dr—f(D—Π).

Let H be a component of Df—f(D—D\ then we can write

A CP, #, />=A [H, D, f~] if P € #.

Proo/. Cf. Theorem 4. 1 (iv).
Theorem 4.4. Lei aJΪ/JJϊ' αra£ 9JF be m-dimensional manifolds, D

and Df be bounded open sets in ςJJl and 9Jίf resp., f be a mapping of D

into m* such that f(D)(^Dr and ff that of D into mff such that

a £ f'f(D-D} \J /'(#'-£') where a E W. Then

A Co, D, /'/>= Σ, A Cα, Ht, f'l AΓH;, D, ft (0)

where Ht are the components of D'—fφ—Π).
For the proof of this theorem we use the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.3. Theorem 4. 4 holds if f and /' are a-mappings and

D and Dr are so small that

DζU^iuj, B'C^eίV,}, . f(P'KWhe\wn],
where \Wn\ is a covering system of 5DΪ'7.

Proof. Let φ, ψ and % be the local coordinates of ί/fc, Vl and Wh

resp. Then by Definition A, putting f=

A Cα, D, f'f-]=A C%(α),

But by (v) in § 1 (for mappings in ί7m) we get

A C*(α), (̂/>), M= Σι A C%W, ψ(flf), /O A CtC^λ φφ\ ft

Hence the theorem holds for this case.
Lemma 4.4. Let f be an a-mapping of D into 3Jί' such that

a£f(D— Π) (αe9Jϊr), and 8 be any positive number. Then there exists
a neighborhood W(a) of a such that f~\W(ά)} consists of at most coun-
table open components Gv such that diam (Gv) <^ 8.

Proof. By Lemma 3. 1 there are a finite number of disjoint open
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sets 'Gt(^D such that diam('G<)<£ and V* /G<^>/"1Ca)C=-X)- Then

dist (α, /(0-V« '<?<))=* > 0, since a £ f(p- V, 'GJ.

Hence the neighborhood of a with radius S has the above mentioned
property.

Poof of Theorem 4. 4. At first we assume that / and /' are
α-mappings. (fff)~l(a) an(3 f'~l(β) are compact countable sets and
f'~\*}f\(fΦ-B)\Jφf--Dr))=\\. We take covering systems [V3\ of
3K' and {JFn} of sJJί" in such a way that

diam (F,) < dist C/'-'Cα), fΦ-D) \J φ'-

Let λ be the LebesgueV number of the covering of D by [Ut},\r be

that of D' by [Vj] and λ" that of /'(£') by IFF,,}. Then by Lemma
4.4 there exists a neighborhood W(a) of α such that diam(W(ά)')<^\",
diam(GμO<λ' for any component Gμ' of /'-^(α)) and diam(Gv)<λ
for any component Gv of (/7)~WO) Then

o eίTΓJ. (2)

/(Gv) (connected) is contained in a Gμ', namely /(Gv) C Gμrv). Then
/(Gv— G v)dGμ ( V )— GμCV). (If it was not so, then there would be a
peG v — Gv such that /(p)€GμCV), hence fff(p)eW(a) and peG v, which is
absurd). Thus GμCV)— /(Gv— Gv) has the only one component GμCV).
Hence by (2) and Lemma 4. 3

A [a, Gv, /'/D=A Cα, Gμfv> /'> A CGμrv), Gv, /J.

Then by Definition A

A Cα, ZJ, /'/D= Σv A Co, Gv, f ' f t

= ΣμΣ(v)μ A Cα, Gμ', /'> A [Gμ', Gv, /], ( 3 ) «

where .(w)/A={v|X^)=^}. Let C/^D b^ the set of /^ such that
A Cα, Gμ', /QΦO, then there is a point &μe/'-1(α)ΛGV for /^^W

Hence A CGμ', Gv, /]=A C&μ, Gv, /] for ^ e C/^D ( 4 )

Since /~W>C VW^vC^ we get by Theorem 1.1

Σ(v)μ A C&μ, GV,/3=A C&μ, D,ft. . ( 5 )

By (2) we have 6μ e /'-α(α) A Vχn Thus by (1) 6μ e Vκμ) C J5Γ*cμ)» where

7) There are only a finite number of μ such that A Ctf, Gμ, /3ΦO and a finite
number of v 6 <» such that A C<V, Gv, /3=ΦO. Cf. also the footnote3).
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Him is a component of Df-fφ-D}. Hence

A C&μ, A/D=A [/7ίCμj, Z?, jΓ] (6)

Since f'~l(a)Λ #* C Vcμ ^μ' C Hi where O>'= {μ\i(μ)=i\, then by
Theorem 1.1

Σcμ* A Cα, Gμ', /Q=A Cα, ^*, /O - (7)

Consequently by (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7)

A Cα, D, f'fj= Σμ A Co, GμV/;> A C^«cμ^ ΰ» /D

Now we have to consider the general mappings / and /'. By
Theorme 2. 1 there exists an α-mapping /"* of Z>' into W such that

dist (Λ*(aO, /'(«)) < λ' for ίi 6 5',

where λ' is the Lebesgue's number of the covering of /'CD') by \Wn\
such that

diam (WJ < dist (α, f'fφ-D} \J f'φ'-

There exists an α-mapping /* of D into 9ft' such that

dist (/'*/*(*), 7'/00)< λ' fofxeD,

/*(a?)=/(a;> for xzΰ-D, dist (/*(»),/(*))< λ for »65,

where λ is the Lebesgue's number of the covering of /(.D) by { F j j such
that

diam (F,) < dist (/'̂ (α), /(D -!>)).

Hence we have by Definition B

A Co, £>, /73=A Co, I>, /'*/*3, ( 8 )

and A Co, Ht, /Q=A Co, Hit /'*], ( 9 )

since Ht-H.ζ^ fφ-D) \J φ'-D'}. If A Co, H(, /']ΦO, then there is a
point δ.e^Λ/""^)- Thus by Definition B

A C (̂, Z), /3-A C6(, I>, /]=A C&o -D, /*3=A C ,̂ D, /*], (10)

since /*(D-D)=/(D-Z)).

Therefore A Co, β, /'/D= Σι A [a, Hi} f] . A ^Ht, D, ft

by (8), (9) and (10), because this hols already for /* and /"* instead of
f and /' respectively.
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